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You would like a working environment that supports you in 
reaching your strategic goals. You wish to have office furni-
ture that promotes both well-being and top performance.  
It is important for you to have a fascinating design and  
outstanding functionality. To achieve these aims, you are 
searching for a partner who guarantees products and ser-
vices of Swiss quality and whose reasoning is sound. You 
want someone to accompany you along the way and to guide 
your business environment into the future. Someone with 
complete competency, with close national and regional 
customer contacts and with top references – Lista Office.
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Total Office Management™ 

How do you wish to work in future? This question focuses 
on one of Lista Office’s prime goals, namely to design work-
spaces that support your corporate vision. The approach  
to attaining this goal is called Total Office ManagementTM. 
Our 360° system ensures that your investments in office 
furnishings pay off now and in the future. Because they  
actively support your business processes. Because they 
become an integral part of your corporate identity. And  
because they motivate people to provide top performance.

Total Office Management™

Make your working environment a strategic source of competitive 

advantage with the comprehensive system from Lista Office.

Planning and consultancy

Create more room for your entrepreneurial vision through the planning 

and consultancy competency of Lista Office.

Development and production

Support your performance capability with clear structures and  

functionality through the development and production competency  

of Lista Office.

Implementation and logistics

Achieve your office furnishing goal within your deadline and budget 

through the implementation and logistics competency of Lista Office.

Service and customer care

Raise the standard of your offices and workspaces through the service 

and customer care competency of Lista Office.

1_Planning and consultancy

2_Development and production3_Implementation and logistics

4_Service and customer care



1_Planning and consultancy

No two companies are alike. That’s why Lista Office’s 

achievements don’t begin with fixed solutions, but with 

an analysis of your working environment. The better  

we know it, the better we can ascertain which office 

concept best fulfils your current and future objectives 

with furniture that meets your requirements, and not 

vice versa.

Lista Office became the leader in office furniture sys

tems because our customer consultants ask the right 

questions. It is not unusual for these questions to broach 

subjects beyond architecture, infrastructure and pro

cesses. Where have you set strategic priorities? What 

changes will leave their mark on your office culture in 

years to come? What form will your communication and 

decisionmaking channels take? How much hierarchy 

will be required? How much autonomy will be possible?

Your answers to these questions enable us to finetune 

your corporate vision with your workplace design. The  

resulting space concept defines the various working  

areas and furniture layout. This concept, furthermore, 

provides a reliable basis for detailed product and project 

planning. Bearing in mind that illustrations often say 

more than plans and tables, Lista Office also offers you 

realistic photolike visualization. This helps you to obtain 

a better understanding of the shapes, colours and ma

terials of the planned furniture.

 

2_Development and production 

No matter how your future working environment might 

look, in Lista Office showrooms you will find the office 

furniture systems required to realize this environment 

in every respect. The term “system” is legitimate: When 

developing products, we rely on clear lines and modular 

designs. This guarantees that creativity and continuity 

never clash and that your workspace grows with you.

As a Swiss manufacturer with a comprehensive range  

of products and services, Lista Office provides the best 

prerequisites for maximizing the match of your envi

sioned office with your inplace office. Our table, cabi

net, shelf and space systems incorporate solutions for 

every purpose with many design, colour and material 

options. In our showrooms, moreover, you will also find 

convincing offers for other furnishing areas, such as 

seating, lighting and lounge furniture. But that’s not all: 

Thanks to our development competency, we can satisfy 

individual needs with customized solutions.

Our offer might be highly varied, but one thing never 

changes: You can rely on your office furniture making a 

positive impression even years later. You not only benefit 

from guaranties extending over several years, but also 

from system components being available in the long 

term, not forgetting top functionality and ergonomics. 

Lista Office’s exemplary modularity and sustainable  

programme management, furthermore, assure you of a 

high degree of conformity between the various collec

tions and product generations.
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3_Implementation and logistics

Wherever offices are being built or renovated, 

procedures become complicated and delays costly. 

Lista Office has the resources and experience to 

handle even the largest projects efficiently. Well-

coordinated processes, from contract award to final 

acceptance, ensure that our work is finished when 

your work has to begin.

Good office solutions are based on the successful inter

play of design, production and implementation. Putting 

everything into practice on a site is a demanding task, 

especially when furnishing projects are large and inter

linked. In such cases in particular, Lista Office proves to 

be a firstclass partner. By assisting you competently  

during the implementation phase too, we make sure that 

a jointly developed solution is realized carefully.

Mainstays upholding the standard of Lista Office projects 

are the subsidiaries (Lista Offices) and specialized dis

tributors throughout Switzerland. As the pivotal points 

of an efficient logistics network, they strive to ensure 

that your new office furniture is delivered on time and in

stalled professionally according to your individual office 

concept with all required products and components and 

within the planned deadline and budget.

4_Service and customer care

Lista Office also remains at your disposal when your 

new office is in place and functioning. Our highly 

capable after-sales service keeps your office opera- 

tions running smoothly. Adaptations can then be made 

specifically whenever your requirements change in  

the course of time. And, needless to say, we propose 

innovative ideas and solutions as your company grows 

and you need new space for your working environment.

The benefits and capabilities of Lista Office don’t end 

with the project acceptance. Their true value only devel

ops when work commences in an office. Various factors 

contribute to the return on investment, such as timeless 

styling, modular design, lasting quality and a tight ser

vice network. As a result of our customer contact, service 

is not merely a catchword, but a personal relationship.

After sales, our attentive care helps you to exploit the 

full potential of your offices. This can be through the 

rapid response of Lista Office if you have queries and 

problems. It can take the form of assistance with con

tinually optimizing your space concept and furniture or 

their adaptation to suit new requirements. It can also  

be that we, as a strategically oriented consultancy and 

planning partner, accompany you into your future work

ing environment. Whatever your company’s next goal or 

the following one might be. Whenever and wherever you 

would like our assistance. In other words, Total Office 

ManagementTM.
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14–21  

Flubacher, Nyfeler + Partner Architekten
Birsigstrasse 122
CH4011 Basel
www.fnparchitekten.ch

Lista Motion

22–27  

Thiemo Hächler AG Architekturbüro
Riedweg 2
CH6315 Oberägeri

Lista Motion, Lista QUB

28–37  

pinta acoustic gmbh
part of pinta elements
OttoHahnStrasse 7
D82216 Maisach/Munich
www.pintaacoustic.de

Lista Motion, Lista Motion XXL, Lista QUB

38–47  

Henkel & Cie AG 
Salinenstrasse 61 
CH4133 Pratteln 
www.henkel.ch

Lista Choice, Lista Storage

48–55 

Novartis Animal Health Inc.
Schwarzwaldallee 215
CH4058 Basel
www.ah.novartis.com

Lista Motion XXL, Lista Storage

56–65  

Credit Suisse
Uetlibergstrasse 231 
CH8045 Zurich 
www.creditsuisse.com 

Lista Choice, Lista Storage

66–73  

Nestlé FoodServices Beverage Centre
Nestec Ltd.
CH1350 Orbe

Lista Motion, Lista Motion XXL, Lista QUB

74–81  

Cilag GmbH International 
Landis+Gyr Strasse 1
CH6300 Zug

Lista Motion, Lista Motion XXL, Lista QUB

82–89  

rohner gmünder partner
Architects, general planners,  
project developers
Eggstrasse 4
CH9100 Herisau
www.rohnergmuenderpartner.ch

Lista Motion, Lista QUB



Lista Office AG 
Kähstrasse 8
CH-9113 Degersheim

Telephone  +41 71 372 52 52
Fax  +41 71 372 52 44
Hotline  0800 633 642
info@lista-office.com

www.lista-office.com
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